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The Impact of International Tourism
on the Economy of Bermuda, 1994

BRIAN ARCHER

This article is concerned with the impact made by international tourism on the econ-
omy of Bermuda during 1994, as measured by an input-output model. It is one of a series
of similar studies undertaken on behalf of the government of Bermuda to monitor the impact
of tourism on incomes, employment, government revenue, and the balance of payments.

THE GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF
TOURISM IN BERMUDA

Bermuda, a British colony, is a cluster of approximately
100 small islands (of which only 20 are inhabited) situated
in the Atlantic Ocean about 570 miles east of Cape Hatteras,
North Carolina, and about 6V2 hours’ flying time from
London. The six principal islands are joined by bridges and
a causeway to make up a total land area of less than 21 square
miles. The population in 1994 exceeded 60,000.

The growth of the mass tourism market in the postwar
era saw Bermuda shift from a winter resort to a summer resort
in accordance with the holiday habits of the North Ameri-
can and European markets. In the prewar years, Bermuda
was a somewhat isolated destination reached by ocean liner
or private yacht. The advent of air transport to Bermuda,
initially by flying boat and later, with the opening of the air-
port, by regularly scheduled air flights from North America
and Europe, opened up the country to a much wider market.
The early hotels were constructed principally by shipping
companies, with some smaller properties opened by local
Bermudian entrepreneurs. The coming of the jet plane and
the consequent larger aircraft led to a reduction in the costs
of travel per seat. Starting in the 1960s, Bermuda began to
cater to the mass tourism market, and by careful planning,
marketing, and promotion Bermuda was able to position itself
at the top end of the market.

Since the 1960s, the United States has been Bermuda’s
principal market, traditionally accounting for well over 80 %
of Bermuda’s regular air visitors. Within the United States,
the majority of these visitors come from the Middle Atlantic
states and New England - 72 % in 1992. This heavy reli-
ance upon a single major market has two consequences for
Bermuda. First, particularly throughout the 1980s, the per-
formance of Bermuda’s tourist industry was strongly related
to changes in the effective exchange rate of the U.S. dol-
lar against other currencies. Second, Bermuda’s tourism
industry is considerably affected by domestic economic
conditions in the United States, particularly in the northeast
region of the country (since the majority of visitors come from
this area).
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TOURIST NUMBERS AND EXPENDITURES

A breakdown of visitor arrivals and their expenditures
from 1980 is shown in Table 1. Like many other destinations,
Bermuda suffered from the effects of the worldwide reces-
sion in the early 1980s. Additionally, throughout the early
1980s the effective exchange rate of the U.S. dollar (which,
in Bermuda, exchanges virtually at par with the Bermudian
dollar) was high in relation to other international currencies,
and many U.S. residents took the opportunity to visit some
of the less expensive nondollar-denominated destinations.
From a peak of 491,640 air visitors in 1980, the number of
air visitors declined to only 406,687 in 1985. As the world
recession began to ease in 1985 and 1986, the U.S. dollar’s
effective exchange rate weakened and nondollar-denominated
destinations became relatively less attractive to U.S. residents.

TABLE 1

VISITOR ARRIVALS AND EXPENDITURE,
BERMUDA 1980-1993

Source: Processed from (1) Bermuda Government E/D cards and
(2) Department of Tourism/Statistics Office Exit Survey data.

a 
Not all of the row totals equal the sum of the figures included in
the row because of rounding.

Note: Within Bermuda, the Bermudian dollar exchanges almost
at par with the U.S. dollar.
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Consequently, the total number of air visitors to Bermuda
increased to 459,711 in 1986 and 477,877 in 1987.

In October 1987, however, the New York Stock Exchange
experienced a &dquo;crash,&dquo; the reverberations of which were felt
in exchanges throughout the world. A period of economic
uncertainty followed, with most international currencies expe-
riencing severe weaknesses which, paradoxically, created a
rise in the effective exchange rate of the U.S. dollar. Together,
these factors adversely affected the Bermudian tourism indus-
try. The number of air arrivals fell by almost 11 % to 426,850
in 1988. In 1989 the weakening situation was further com-
pounded by a reduction in the number of air passenger seats
into Bermuda and by a decline in the number of hotel beds,
including the closure of two major hotels. Air arrivals in 1989
declined another 2 % to 418,352.

The fall in incoming air passenger seats, however, was
rectified by late 1989 and the downward trend in arrivals was
reversed, aided by a relatively weak U.S. dollar. This recovery
continued into mid 1990 but was thwarted by two events.
First, a deepening recession in the United States, with the
northeastern region being particularly affected, reduced the
propensity of U.S. citizens to travel abroad. Second, the
situation was aggravated by the invasion of Kuwait by Iraq
in August 1990, which increased the level of uncertainty in
the world. The threat of war and of international terrorism
caused many U.S. residents to opt for domestic holidays rather
than risk traveling abroad. Almost all destinations, includ-
ing Bermuda, suffered a fall in visitor arrivals during the
second half of 1990.

Although the 1991 Gulf War lasted only a few weeks and
the expected acts of international terrorism did not occur, the
economic recession in the United States deepened and spread
to many other countries. Tourist arrivals in Bermuda con-
tinued to decline: U.S. air arrivals fell by 12.2% in 1991,
Canadian air arrivals by 7.4 % , and overall air arrivals by
11.3 % . The largest declines were in the principal markets
of the Middle Atlantic states and New England, which fell
13 % and 18.5 % , respectively.

The downward movement continued into 1992. Despite
several optimistic forecasts, the world recession continued
to bite deeply. In the United States fear of unemployment and
a further decline in the value of the dollar inhibited the desire
of many residents to take overseas holidays. In 1992 U.S.
arrivals in Bermuda fell another 3.6 %, although the principal
market areas of the Middle Atlantic states and New England

declined by only 1.56 % and visitors from other countries
increased by 1 % (Canadians by almost 8 % ) . Bermuda, how-
ever, saw the beginning of a revival in 1993, with an increase
in visitor arrivals from most market areas. Total air arrivals
to Bermuda rose by over 11 % to 412,473. The recovery con-
tinued in 1994 with a further increase of 1 %. A slight decline
in arrivals from the United States that year was compensated
by a rise of 8 % in Canadian visitors, 17.2 % in U.K. visitors,
and 11.7 % in visitors from other countries.

Cruise passenger arrivals to Bermuda from 1975 to 1990
followed a trend similar to that of air travel, but with the peak
number of arrivals in each case occurring a year earlier (in
1979, 1985, and 1988). After 1988, however, the Bermuda
government adopted a policy to reduce the number of cruise
ship visitors (initially to about 120,000) creating a constraint
on further expansion. The emphasis was placed upon qual-
ity rather than quantity (i.e., to increase the amount spent
per cruise visitor by attracting &dquo;up-market&dquo; cruise ships).
By 1992, however, the constraint on expansion was partially
removed and several additional up-market cruise ships were
attracted to Bermuda. In consequence, the number of cruise

passengers again increased to 131,006 in 1992 and went as
high as 153,944 in 1993 and 172,865 in 1994.

Tourist expenditure for the years 1980-94 is also shown
in Table 1. In keeping with normal practice in tourism statis-
tics, no attempt has been made to deflate these figures to a
common base year, although it is interesting to note that on
the basis of the Retail Price Index in Bermuda, the 1994 value
of $525.3 million would be equivalent to only about $356.6
million in 1985 dollar values. In per capita terms, regular
staying visitors (as opposed to cruise visitors) spent $826.8
in 1985 and $1,159.1 in 1994. In terms of 1985 dollar values,
the equivalent figure for 1994 is only $786.9 million.

The pattern of this expenditure in 1994 is shown by the
type of visitor accommodation used in Table 2. Visitors using
large hotels contributed over 58.8 % of the total expenditure
by air travelers. Although cruise passengers contributed about
8 % of the total, their expenditure on shopping, meals, trans-
port, etc., accounted for 24 % of total visitor expenditure on
these items.

It is perhaps not surprising that $387.7 million (almost
80.2 % of the total expenditure by regular air visitors) was
spent by residents of the United States, which in 1994 pro-
vided 81.9 % of these visitors. Canadians spent $45.8 million
and visitors from other countries spent $49.8 million. In terms

TABLE 2

1994 EXPENDITURES BY TYPE OF VISITOR AND BY CATEGORY OF EXPENDITURE

(IN B$ THOUSANDS)

Source: Calculated from data obtained in the Exit Surveys.
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of expenditure per visitor, however, Europeans ranked first,
followed by Canadians, with U.S. residents third. The prin-
cipal reason for this result is the greater length of stay, par-
ticularly of Europeans.

THE IMPACT ANALYSIS

The method used to assess the impact of tourism on
incomes, employment, public sector revenue, and the
balance of payments was an input-output analysis. Details of
this approach have been given in a study by Archer and
Fletcher (1990).

First, a table of the Bermudian economy in 33 sectors was
compiled on the basis of 1992 data obtained from 277 domes-
tic establishments, together covering over 90 % of total eco-
nomic activity in the country. These data were obtained from
three field surveys undertaken in conjunction with the statisti-
cal department and two business associations. Separate rows
and columns were included for seven categories of tourist
accommodation and for tourist shops, restaurants, bars, tourist
transportation, tourist sports activities, and so on, as well
as the regular sectors used in other input-output studies. A
list of the 33 sectors is given in Table 3. The reason for includ-
ing some financial and military sectors was to facilitate

separate analyses of the impact of (1) international business
activity and (2) the closure of the NATO stations (Archer
1994). Thus, it proved possible to feed the tourist expendi-
ture categories directly into the relevant rows of the model
rather than trying to adjust either the model or the expendi-
ture patterns to match each other.

TABLE 3

THE 33 SECTORS USED IN THE INPUT-OUTPUT TABLE

The method used was a standard Leontief inversion with

income-earning rows included in one model run and excluded
in a second one in order to assess the induced effects of house-
holds respending their income. In the third and fourth runs
of the model, employment was substituted for the income
rows in order to measure the secondary employment effects.

Thus, the first run of the model was designed to measure
both the direct and indirect effects of tourism receipts, while
the second run measured the direct, indirect, and induced
effects. The direct effect is the initial impact of tourism spend-
ing on various business establishments - hotels, shops,
restaurants, bars, transportation, sport, etc. The indirect

impact is the additional effect created by the trading that takes
place between the various sectors of the economy as a con-
sequence of tourist spending (e.g., wholesalers and retailers
supplying goods to hotels). The induced effects are the further
substantial impacts generated by the respending of household
incomes created as a direct or secondary consequence of tour-
ism expenditure.

RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS

The expenditure pattern of tourists in 1994 by type of
accommodation is shown in Table 2. The impact of tourism
expenditure in 1994 on incomes, public sector revenue, and
imports by visitors using each category of accommodation
is shown in Table 4 and the impact on the balance of pay-
ments is shown in Table 5. From Table 5 it can be seen, for

example, that the 1994 tourism expenditure of $525.3 million
occasioned the need for $76.9 million in direct imports and
$101.2 million in indirect imports, giving a net impact on the
balance of payments of $347.2 million ($525.3 million minus
$178.1 million). In addition, however, $290.6 million of

TABLE 4

IMPACT OF TOURISM EXPENDITURE IN 1994 ON INCOMES,
PUBLIC SECTOR REVENUE, AND IMPORTS BY

TYPE OF VISITOR (IN B$ THOUSANDS)

TABLE 5

IMPACT OF TOURISM ON BALANCE OF PAYMENTS-1994

(IN US$ MILLIONS)

a Direct imports are those goods and services imported directly by
the establishments that receive tourist spending.b 
indirect imports are the additional goods and services imported by
other establishments as a result of the initial tourist spending.

c Induced imports are the additional imports required to provide goods
and services to Bermudian households as a result of their increased
incomes from the direct and secondary effects of tourism.

Note: This is not the normal method of presenting balance of pay-
ment data, but it is formulated in this manner to illustrate more clearly
the impact made by tourism.
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induced imports were required to satisfy the demand from
Bermudian households as a result of their earnings from the
direct and secondary effects of tourism.

Overall, in 1994 tourism expenditure generated $642.3
million of income, of which $197.4 million was direct income,
$133.1 million was indirect income, and $311.8 million was
induced income. Consequently, the income multiplier (based
on average rather than marginal propensities) was 1.223, with
a variation ranging from 0.980 in the case of &dquo;other accom-
modation&dquo; (mainly small private houses) to 1.495 in the case
of private clubs.

The same visitor expenditure in 1994 created $170.5
million of public sector revenue in Bermuda ($36.7 million
direct, $41.5 million indirect, and $92.3 million induced).
Perhaps most important, it generated and maintained 9,000
jobs (7,000 direct) and substantially affected another 5,700.

Employment levels in the accommodation sector are

closely related to the number of air visitors - Table 6, for
example, shows in index form changes in the level of employ-
ment in accommodation establishments in relation to the
number of regular staying visitors over the period 1979-94.
As the number of staying visitors fell during 1980-85, the
number of employees in accommodation establishments also

TABLE 6

TOURIST NUMBERS AND EMPLOYMENT IN HOTELS AND
OTHER PLACES OF ACCOMMODATION

1979-1994

Source: The number of staying visitors was derived from the Exit
Survey and the employment figures from the Manpower Survey.

a 
The number of tourists and employment are expressed as index
values with 1979 = 100.

declined. However, the employee count decreased at a slower
rate because hoteliers were initially reluctant to dismiss their
skilled workers in the hope that visitor arrivals would again
increase. In some establishments job sharing was introduced
to avoid redundancies. In 1986 and 1987 a temporary increase
in visitor arrivals led to the addition of workers, but begin-
ning in 1988 further decreases in visitor arrivals led to a
decline in employment. Initially this affected primarily male
Bermudian workers, who found alternative employment in
other sectors, notably construction. In 1989, however, the
number of foreign workers also began to decline as work per-
mits became increasingly difficult to obtain.

CONCLUSIONS

The impact analysis described above reveals the magni-
tude of the contribution made by tourism to the economy of
Bermuda. Although tourism is no longer the major source
of foreign exchange and income in the country (that position
now belongs to international business and finance), it is still
the principal source of employment and forms the essential
bedrock of the economy.

The tourism industry, however, has not prospered since
1980. Indeed, the number of air arrivals fell by over 15 % from
1980 to 1994, although the 1993 and 1994 figures were up
10 % and 11 % , respectively, from 1992.

The Bermudian authorities and private sector are aware
of the unsteady situation and are taking measures to remedy
the problem. A Commission on Competitiveness (with mem-
bers drawn from the private and public sectors) reported
to the Premier in March 1994 and presented a series of stra-
tegic action recommendations covering all aspects of the
tourism industry as well as the other major exporting sectors.
It is hoped that the implementation of these recommenda-
tions will improve both the tourism product and marketing
strategy, and so assist the country to attract a larger number
of staying visitors.
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